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he Earth is flat, after all -

at least according to

s~me in the mute popular accounts of globali:ta-

tIon . Of course, what Thomas Friedman meant to
convey with this description of globalization was the way
in which the world has come ro grow together, a process
that expresses itself in many different areas of our lives.
Globalization as a phenomenon has also been studied
extensively in academic circles. A mulrirude of approaches
and research traditions have devoted much time and effort
to try to make more sense of rhe many transformative
changes that seem to characteri7..e our time. Most commonly, it is understood to be either
an economic or a <.:uirurai process of integration.
Yet, even within my own field,
pulitical scir:nce, the COncr:pl of
glob.1lization is a contested unc.
For some, it is a process ignited by
tL-chnologic.11 revolutions somewhert in the 1970s or after World
War II. For others, its origin lies in
the so-called Industrial Revolution. And for some, the mer e concept of an ever-growing globaliza.tion phenomenon is questionable,
as they point out to higher levels
of integratiun some hundred yr:ars
ago (for example as expressed in
patterns of trade) and a recent
strengthening of the nation state.
What aU of these approaches
acknowledge, howcver, is some
son of "global " unit that is separate from, say, the "state," a
"reginn," or sume "local" unit.
The development of this global
system is at the heart of my own
research. Growing out of the
work of not only political scientist.., but also historians, sociologists, economists, geographers
and even some naruml (especially
envirunmental) scientists, my
work and that of my colle.1gnes in
this arena tries to uncover how
such a global system could come
into existence and how its basic
functions have hccn csta blished
and work together to crtate what
you and I experience as "globaliza.tion" today.
lllis is no easy task. What we

ment that focuses on innovation,
tt.-chnology, social, and economic
bur also coercive (i.e., military)
interactions. My most recent
hook, The Making of a Digital
World, to be published later this
year by Palgrave Macmillan, has
ust."d this model to test whether
"globalization" as we experience
it today is radically different from
past patterns or so disruptive as to
"hreak" this mode of global system formation. There, I focus UI1
the impact of digital technologies
and the way these technologies
shape the systems that previuusly
have shaped globali7~1tion. Whar I
find is very reflective of past patterns of global system formation,
indicating a continuation of the
glohal system process as it h:'ls
evolved over the last one thousand years.
This process is by no means a
linear path, nor are there any forgone conclusions (or any other
form of determinism). A complex
system such as that at the hean of
globalization is merely a platform
or a stage - it allows the actors 011
it to act out in a certa in way (or
denies them others) but does not
predetermine it. Having a balcony
and a wall on the set does not
auwmatically yield "Romeo and
Juliet." This might sound rather
obvious but is in fact a very
important question: to wh.at

on the generational aspeclS of this
system: as much as tLochnology,
political, and economk processes
matter • in the end they do not
predetermine outcomes. Those
olltcomes are still shaped by the
decisions of individual actors,
although, as the example above
illusrrates. the- "posslGility spacc"
we encounter in our decision
making is often limited by cemin
constraints. This pattern is capmred in what I call the "'Buddenbrook Cycle," based on Thomas
Mann's novel alxmr four generations of a Hanseatic merchant
family in Northern (;ermany.
Mann traces back the family's rise
to c..-conumic and politic11 he.ights
during rhe. first twO generations
and its seemingly unavoidable
decline in the third and fourth
generatiun (which is unable to
escape the "Buddenbrook way"
of doing things). "{be very fomlula
that bred much of the success in
the first two generations eventually proves to be a m.1jor obsmde
as the world around them changes
and the previous innovators
remain stuck in the I\OW "old
ways."
lbis pattern of generational
1e.1ming S(."c ms to be at the hean
of the larger process of global sys[em formation and would explain
its relative regularity. Continuing
the focus of my hc:xJk, my new
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he Earth i~ flat, after all - at least accordlllg to
some in the more popular accounts of globalization. Of course, what Thomas Friedman meant to
convey with this de!>Cription of globalization was the way
in which the world has come to grow together, a process
that expresses itself in many different areas of our lives.
Globalization as a phenomenon has also been studied
extensively in academic circles. A multitude of approaches
and research traditions have devoted much time and efforr
to try to make more sense of the many transformative
changes that seem to characterize our time. Most commonly, it is understood to be either
an economic or a cultural process of integration.
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Yet, ~v~n within my own fi~ld,
political science, the com_"Cpt of
global i 7~1tion is a conresTed one.
For some, it is a process ignited by
technological revolutions somewhere in the 1970s or after World
War U. For oth~rs, its origin lies in
th~ SO-(';1l1ed Industrial ll~volu 
tlon. And fof'SOij;, th~ m~re COI~
l..'Cpt of an ever-growing globaliz.1rion ph~nom~non is questionabl~,
as they point out to higher levels
of integration some hundred years
ago (for example as expressed in
patterns of tmde) and a recrnt
srrenJ;,>thening of the nation state.
Wh:lt all of these approaches
acknowledge, however, is some
surt of "global" unit that is separate from, say, the "state, " a
"region," or some "local" unit.
The development of this global
system is at the heart of my own
research. Growing out of the
work of not only political scientists, but also historians, sodologists, economists, g~ograph ~rs
and even some natural (especially
~nv ironme nt3l ) scientists, my
work and that of my colleagues in
this arena tri ~ to uncover how
such a gloh.1 1 system could come
into ~xistence and how its basic
functions have been esta bUshed
and wurk together lO create what
you and I experience as "globalization" today.
This is no ~asy task. What we
arc trying to du in our work is to
create a view of the bigger picture
of how globalization cam~ into
existence as a system, how its key
drivers shape its development and
what kind of ~ ffects this has on
individuals (su{;h as you and me),
groups (for example firms or religious organizations), or states
over an eXII..·mk..J period of time,
including th~ furur~ possibilities
of all of these actors. 1 developed
a model of global system develop-

ment that focuses 0 11 itUlOvalion,
tl..'c hnnIOb,}" social , and economic
bur also coercive (Le., milimry)
interactions. My most recent
book, The Making (J{ a Digital
World, to be published lat~r this
year by Palgra v~ Macmillan, has
used this model to test whether
"globalization" as we expcriem:e
it today is radic.1Uy diH~rent from
past patterns or so disruptive as to
" hreak" this mock of g10b.11 system formation. There, I focus on
the impact of digital technologies
and the way these tL'Chnologies
shape the systems that previously
have shaped globalization. What I
find is very reflective of past pat[ems of global system formation ,
indicating a conrinuation of the
global system process as it has
evolved over [he last one thousa nd years.
This process is by no means a
linear path, nor are thete any forgone conclusions (or any other
form of determinism). A complex
system such as that at the hean of
globalization is merely a platform
or a stage - it allows th~ actors on
it to 31..1: out in 3 certain way (nr
denies them others) but does not
predetermine it. Having a balcony
and a wall on the set does nOt
automatically yield .. Romco and
Juliet." This might sollnd rather
obviolls but is in fact a very
important question: to what
dt:gn:e arc we determined by the
systems in which we engage in or
how much do we control and
shape those systems? 'lbink of
your own immedi;Jt(: ones, for
example: think of the relationship
with your parents or your children, think of how your employer
and your employment (or lack
thereof) shapes your immediately
experienced world.
This has led me to the next
step in my resea rch, that focuses

un the generatiunal 3Spl..'(..'i'; of this
system: as much as technology,
political, and economic processes
matler - in the end they do nOf
predetermine outcomes. Those
outcomes are Still shaped by the
d~ci s ions o f individual actors,
althougll, as the example above
iIIus[ra[~, [he " possi hility space"
w~ enCounter in our decision
making is often limited by certain
constraints. This pattern is C.1Pruted in what I call the " Buddenbrook Cycle, " based 011 Thomas
Mann's novel ahour four generations of a Hanseatic merchant
fam ily in Northern Germany.
Mann traces back the family's rise
ro economic and political heights
during the first two generations
and its sccmingly una voidable
dl.-dine in the third and fnurth
genemtion (which ;s unable to
~scape the " Buddenbrook way"
of doing things). TIle very formula
that bred much of the success in
the first two g~nera tions ev~nru·
ally proves to Ix: a major obstacle
as the world around them changes
and th ~ pr~vious innovators
remain stuck in the now "old
ways."
This pattern of gen~ra rional
learning seems to be at the heart
of the larger process of global system formation and would explain
its relative regularity. Continuing
the focus of my book, my new
project focuses 0 11 the rise of "digita I generations." Conrra sting
"analog" generations with the
emerging digital ones, I take up
the ideas of the Buddenhrook
cycl~ and d~velop simulations in
additioll to other techniques that
test rhe concept in a variety of
methodologies to test the id~as of
generationa l learning and the
impact of technologies (both
physical and social) on this kind
of leaming.
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